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Abstract The evolution of submarine pockmarks is often related to the ascent of fluid from the
subsurface. For pockmarks located within the gas hydrate stability zone, methane oversaturation can
result in the formation of gas hydrates in the sediment. An ~600 m‐wide sea floor depression in deep waters
offshore Nigeria, Pockmark A, was investigated for distributions and quantities of shallow gas hydrates,
origins of hydrocarbons, and time elapsed since the last major fluid ascent event. For the first time, pressure
coring of shallow sediments and drilling of more than 50 m‐long cores with the sea floor drill rig
MARUM‐MeBo70 were conducted in this pockmark. Unusually, high hydrate saturations of up to 51% of
pore volume in the uppermost 2.5 m of sediment in the pockmark center substantiate that deepwater
pockmarks are a relevant methane reservoir. Molecular and stable C and H isotopic compositions suggest
that thermogenic hydrocarbons and secondary microbial methane resulting from petroleum biodegradation
are injected into shallower sediments and mixed with primary microbial hydrocarbons. Two independent
pore water chloride and sulfate modeling approaches suggest that a major methane migration event
occurred during the past one to three centuries. A rough sea floor topography within the pockmark most
likely results from combined sediment removal through ascending gas bubbles, hydrate clogging and
deflection of migration pathways, gas pressure build‐up, and hydrate sea floor detachment. This study shows
for the first time the chronological interrelationship between gas migration events, hydrate formation, and
sea floor shaping in a deep sea pockmark.
1. Introduction
Pockmarks are (sub)circular to elliptical sea floor depressions that are known from shallow to deepwater
areas worldwide. They exhibit a large variety of diameters (tens to thousands of meters) and sea floor
morphologies. The evolution of pockmarks was attributed to various mechanisms including intense focused
migration of fluids from greater depth and their subsequent escape at the seabed (Gay et al., 2007; Judd &
Hovland, 2007; Paull et al., 1995) resulting in reduced sedimentation above sites of active seepage (Pau et al.,
2014). Indeed, a great portion of pockmarks is characterized by high gas contents in shallow deposits, and
seabed gas emissions were reported (e.g., Bünz et al., 2012; Judd & Hovland, 2007; Kelley et al., 1994;
Marcon et al., 2014; Wenau et al., 2017). For deep sea gas‐bearing pockmarks within the gas hydrate stability
zone (GHSZ), occurrences of gas hydrates at shallow sediment depths are indicative for strong upward fluid
migration sufficient to induce gas oversaturation in the pore water (e.g., Pape et al., 2020; Paull et al., 1995;
Sahling et al., 2008). However, up to now only a few studies focused on the chronology of pockmark forma-
tion and temporal evolution (e.g., Chen et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2015; Pau et al., 2014; Sultan et al., 2014).
Pockmark A investigated in this study is located offshore Nigeria (Figure 1a) in a deepwater region that is
known to host significant hydrocarbon reservoirs, which sustain gas hydrate formation in shallow sediments
and potentially gas discharge from the sea floor. It belongs to a field of pockmarks that was intensively stu-
died since 2004 for its subbottom structure in high‐resolution, gas hydrate distributions, sea floor morphol-
ogy, and evolution over time (George & Cauquil, 2007; Marsset et al., 2018; Sultan et al., 2010, 2014; Taleb
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the pockmark field at the Nigerian continental margin comprising Pockmark A investigated in
this study. (b) Shaded bathymetric map in the region of the pockmark field showing different pockmark shapes and
sizes. In previous studies individual pockmarks have been investigated in detail by Bayon et al. (2007; Pockmark A), Sultan
et al. (2010, 2014, Pockmarks A, B, C1, C2, and C3), Wei et al. (2015; Pockmarks A, C1, and C2), de Prunelé (2017;
Pockmarks B, C1, C2, and C3), and Taleb et al. (2020; Pockmarks A and C2) for instance. (c) Positions of pockmarks, buried
channels, andmajor normal faults projected on a bathymetric map of the study area (adopted from Sultan et al., 2014). The
pockmark field is underlain by two NW‐SE trending deep‐rooted normal faults and N‐S trending buried channels. “Other
pockmarks”: giant pockmarks, pockmarks related to fault systems or buried channels, other small‐scale pockmarks that
are likely not associated with deep‐rooted acoustic chimney. (d) Bathymetric map of Pockmark A. Stippled black line
indicates the sea floor projection of a prominent N‐S‐trending fracture identifiable in 3‐D‐seismic data below
approximately 40 mbsf (see Sultan et al., 2010, 2014). Projection of sea floor position of gas emissions from Sultan et al.
(2014). (e) Positions ofMeBo cores (codeGMMB; red), gravity cores (codeGMGC; black), and pressure cores (GMDA; blue)
as well as orientation of SYSIF seismic profiles Sy01‐HR‐Pr01 (NW‐SE) and Sy02‐HR‐Pr07 (SW‐NE) (Sultan et al., 2010).
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et al., 2018). Individual pockmarks within this field were assumed to represent different stages in a multistep
gas hydrate‐related process affecting the sea floor morphology. Pockmark A is an erosive feature that was
classified as active in terms of gas ascent in the recent past (Sultan et al., 2014) and proposed to typify an
intermediate phase of the sea floor depression forming process (Sultan et al., 2010). Therefore, it provides
excellent opportunities to determine quantities of pockmark‐associated gas hydrates, evaluate hydrocarbon
sources, elaborate time estimates for fluid upward migration events, and assess gas and hydrate‐related fac-
tors shaping the seabed.
For the field of pockmarks, which also comprises Pockmark A, Sultan et al. (2010) proposed dissolution of
shallow gas hydrates during phases of reduced fluid ascent to promote the creation of pockmark‐related
sea floor depressions. However, in order to evaluate the specific impact of shallow gas hydrates on pockmark
evolution and seabed morphology, knowledge of their distributions and exact quantities is critical. One of
several methods to quantify gas hydrates is pressure coring (e.g., Abegg et al., 2008; Pape et al., 2010; Pape
et al., 2011a; Pape et al., 2011b; Pape et al., 2020), which has not been established for pockmarks yet.
Pore water chemistry is typically used for the characterization of fluid migration dynamics and gas hydrate
formation in hydrocarbon‐rich settings. Sediments above and adjacent to hydrates comprise the
sulfate‐methane interface (SMI) where sea water‐derived sulfate is mostly consumed via the microbially
mediated anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) (Boetius et al., 2000; Hoehler et al., 1994; Reeburgh,
1976). The depth of the SMIwas often taken to delineate themethane‐free sedimentary zone and to constrain
the methane flux in the sediment column (e.g., Bhatnagar et al., 2008; Borowski et al., 1996; Dickens, 2001).
Furthermore, chloride concentration anomalies are useful to track the evolution of hydrate formations (e.g.,
Peszynska et al., 2016; Torres et al., 2004, Torres et al., 2011), since ion exclusion during hydrate formation
leads to chloride enrichments in the residual pore water (Ussler & Paull, 1995; Ussler & Paull, 2001).
Here we report on saturations of shallow gas hydrates deduced from shallow pressure coring at Pockmark A
and discuss hydrate‐related mechanisms affecting its sea floor morphology. Methane injection rates, time
scales for hydrate formation, and evolution of the SMI were estimated by independently modeling the dis-
tributions of pore water chloride and sulfate in up to 57 m‐long cores collected with the robotic sea floor drill
rig MARUM‐MeBo70 (Freudenthal & Wefer, 2013). A synoptic interpretation of these data from different
methods enabled to provide a comprehensive picture on the interplay between last fluid migration events,
gas hydrate formation and general evolution of developed hydrate‐bearing pockmarks.
2. Geological Setting
The study area is located on the West African margin continental slope off Nigeria (Figure 1a) in the transi-
tional detachment zone of the Niger Delta (Corredor et al., 2005; Rouby et al., 2011). The area is comprising a
subcircular depression, called Pockmark A (N‐S extension ~590 m; W‐E ~490 m; Figures 1b–1e). It is deli-
neated by two NW–SE trending deep‐rooted normal faults that bound a graben, and two N‐S trending chan-
nels buried at about 50–60 m below sea floor (mbsf) (Figure 1c; Bayon et al., 2007; Sultan et al., 2014).
Minimum distances of the normal faults and the buried channels to Pockmark A are about 250 and
600 m, respectively.
Pockmark A is situated at water depths between 1,140 and 1,160 m below sea level (mbsl) and belongs to a
pockmark cluster comprising individual negative sea floor reliefs and pockmark groups forming composite
depressions (Sultan et al., 2010). It is separated from the surrounding seabed by a subcircular ring depression
(“moat”), which at the western rim is partitioned into two separate but interconnected moats. Formation of
the moat was related to hydrate dissolution and sediment collapse at the edges of the gas hydrate occurrence
zone (GHOZ) (Riboulot et al., 2016; Sultan et al., 2010). Although generally flat‐topped, Pockmark A com-
prises two restricted rough sea floor areas (called “Rough Patch 1” and “Rough Patch 2” hereafter) in its cen-
tral and northern part (Figure 1d). These two patches (“Rough Patch 1”: ~22,800 m2; “Rough Patch 2”:
~1,350 m2) constitute about 11% of the total sea floor area that encloses the inner depression
(~220,400 m2). In particular, the sea floor along the western edge of the larger “Rough Patch 1” resembles
an assemblage of pits each tens of meters in diameter and several meters in depth. Long sediment cores
retrieved in 2011 with the sea floor drill rig MARUM‐MeBo70 from the center and the periphery of
Pockmark A predominantly contained homogeneous clay (Wei et al., 2015).
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The morphology shaping the pockmarks in this area was explained by rapid hydrate formation in shallow
sediments followed by slow dissolution (Sultan et al., 2010, 2014). At the two rough patches intense sea floor
backscatter was observed in 2004 (George & Cauquil, 2007), indicating high concentrations of near‐surface
gas, gas hydrates, or methane‐derived carbonates (Carson et al., 1994; Clague et al., 2001). A specific seismic
reflector at about 230mbsf was interpreted as a gas‐charged body/“intermediate gas reservoir” (“horizon R”),
which likely supplies freemethane gas to the upper sedimentary layers through fractures within Pockmark A
and the other adjacent pockmark‐like structures (Sultan et al., 2010, 2014; Taleb et al., 2020). At Pockmark A,
a prominent N‐S trending fracture crosses the central part of the depression (Figure 1d). High‐amplitude
reflectors on seismic profiles were interpreted to indicate the presence of free gas and gas hydrates in a
sedimentary zone close to the sea floor at the two rough patches (Sultan et al., 2014). Natural sea floor
gas emissions demonstrating fluid upward migration were discovered from a site at “Rough Patch 1”
close to the central fracture in 2011 (Figure 1d) (Sultan et al., 2014). The presence of abundant authi-
genic aragonite in surface sediments was interpreted to result from intense AOM in the course of past
seepage events (Fontanier et al., 2014) and attests for past shallow methane migration within the
depression.
In Pockmark A, gas hydrates are widely distributed in a sediment body down to a depth of 34 mbsf at max-
imum (Sultan et al., 2014; Taleb et al., 2018, 2020; Wei et al., 2015). Gas hydrates with gas‐filled macropores
in shallow sediments of the “Rough Patch 1” (Sultan et al., 2014) point to their rapid formation from gaseous
methane (e.g., Bohrmann et al., 1998; Torres et al., 2004).
Furthermore, relatively steep temperature gradients exceeding 198°C km−1 were measured in the topmost
3.5 m of sediment at two sites between the two rough patches in 2011 (Wei et al., 2015). These gradients
in the central part of Pockmark A are localized and much higher than the gradients measured close to the
NW rim (~80°C km−1; Sultan et al., 2010; Wei et al., 2015); outside the pockmark (72°C km−1; Wei et al.,
2015) and the majority of measurements obtained elsewhere on the Nigerian continental slope (Brooks
et al., 2000). In Pockmark A gradients are spatially highly variable and likely caused by localized upward
migration of hot fluids (Wei et al., 2015). Local sediment temperature variations, although to a lower extent,
may also result from hydrate formation and dissociation that affect the thermal properties of the bulk sedi-
ment (Waite et al., 2007). For shallow sediments at a station at the southeastern rim of the pockmark, Sultan
et al. (2014) related localized positive temperature anomalies to recent hydrate formation induced by free gas
flux trough fractures. Using linear interpolation with depth, Wei et al. (2015) calculated positions of the base
of the GHSZ (BGHSZ) for structure I (sI) hydrates ranging between ~130mbsf (72°C km−1) in the outer parts
of the Pockmark and at the border of “Rough Patch 1” and 35 mbsf (258°C km−1) for stations located
between the two rough patches.
3. Data and Methods
Data and samples from Pockmark A (Figure 1) were acquired during a cruise with RV “Pourquoi pas?” in the
frame of the joint French‐German GUINECO‐MeBo project in November/December 2011.
3.1. Subsurface Data Acquisition
Very high resolution 2‐D seismic data along profiles Sy01‐HR‐Pr01 and Sy02‐HR‐Pr07 (Sultan et al., 2010)
were acquired during the ERIG3D cruise in 2008 using the deep‐towed SYSIF (Système Sismique Fond) that
provides images of the uppermost ~75 m of sediments (100 ms two way travel time, twtt, below sea floor)
with resolutions of about 0.3 m in vertical and 6 m in horizontal direction (Ker et al., 2010; Marsset
et al., 2010). The resulting subsurface data were considered to define positions of coring sites investigated
herein and in particular at sites where shallow gas hydrates were suspected.
3.2. Sampling and Sample Preparation
Six pressure cores of shallow sediments (down to 2.65 mbsf) were taken with the Dynamic Autoclave Piston
Corer (Abegg et al., 2008; DAPC, core code GMDA) at five sites in the two rough patches (George &
Cauquil, 2007) where preceding gravity and MeBo cores documented the presence of shallow gas hydrates
(Figures 1 and 2; Table 1). Unpressurized sediment cores of up to 56.7 m in length were recovered with
the sea floor drill rig MARUM‐MeBo70 (Freudenthal & Wefer, 2013) (core codes GMMB). These were
amended by cores obtained with a conventional gravity corer (core code GMGC). It should be noted that
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lowering, placement on the sea bed, and initial sinking of the MeBo system have caused disturbance and
likely removal of the uppermost decimeters of unconsolidated sediments. Top sediments have probably
also been lost during recovery of the gravity cores. Because sediment loss has not been determined in this
study, we consider reported sediment depths as minimum depths.
For vertical profiling of ex situ methane concentrations in the nonpressurized MeBo cores, headspace gas
samples were prepared immediately after recovery according to the technique designed by Kvenvolden
and McDonald (1986) in a modified version described in Pape et al. (2014). Three milliliters of sediment
was taken with cut‐off syringes shortly after core recovery, when concentrations of light hydrocarbons have
still not equilibrated to ambient pressure, at defined depths and transferred into 20 ml glass vials prefilled
with 5 ml of 1 M NaOH for storage until analysis of methane concentrations in the headspace gas on board.
Hydrate‐bound gas was collected from hydrate pieces according to Pape et al. (2010) and transferred into
glass serum vials prefilled with saturated NaCl solution for on‐board analysis of molecular compositions
and for storage until determination of methane stable carbon and hydrogen isotope compositions onshore.
For quantification of total gas volumes and hydrate saturations, the DAPC cores were degassed onboard
incrementally under controlled conditions as described in Pape et al. (2011b). Total gas volumes stated are
the cumulative amounts of all gas and sediment‐water slurries that were supplied from the pressurized
core as determined at ambient pressure. At selected pressure stages, gas subsamples were taken from
the released gas and transferred into glass serum vials prefilled with saturated NaCl solution for storage
until analysis.
Pore water was extracted from selected sediment depths ex situ at 4°C with Rhizon soil moisture samplers
(Seeberg‐Elverfeldt et al., 2005) from MeBo cores and gravity cores after removal of gas hydrate pieces,
Figure 2. Sea floor backscatter map (George & Cauquil, 2007) overlaid on bathymetric map as well as positions and
hydrate saturations (in % pore volume) in pressure cores taken with the Dynamic Autoclave Piston Corer. n.p. ¼ not
present, n.a. ¼ not analyzed.
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and from DAPC cores after degassing. Dissociation of small, overlooked gas hydrates that remained in the
sediments may have caused partial dilution of pore water samples from the GHOZ. Therefore, reported
positive anomalies in chloride concentrations existing in situ might have been higher than those
measured. This indeterminable error has contributed to an increase in the total analytical error inherent
in the preparative and analytical method.
3.3. Sample Analysis
All nonpressurized cores were cut in meter segments, which were analyzed using a Multi‐Sensor Core
Logger (MSCL) from Geotek® to determine gamma‐density profiles. This property was used to derive poros-
ity for the geochemical modeling by considering a density of 2.65 g ml−1 for the sediment and 1.030 g ml−1
for the pore water.
Gas samples were analyzed onboard for their molecular compositions and methane concentrations by gas
chromatography (GC) (Pape et al., 2010). Concentrations of dissolved methane stated are ex situ concentra-
tions uncorrected for sediment porosity and Bunsen coefficient. Stable carbon and hydrogen isotope ratios
Table 1









GMXX‐XX GeoB160XX‐XX (mbsl) Sampled area (m) (m) Comment
Pressure cores
GMDA01 16009‐1 n.doc. Patch 1 1.75 0.30/n.det.
GMDA02 16014‐1 n.doc. Patch 1 0.67 0.50/n.det.
GMDA03 16027‐1 n.doc. Patch 1 0.97 0.30/n.det.
GMDA04 16029‐1 1,143 Patch 2 2.36 0.50/n.det.
GMDA05 16032‐1 1,145 Patch 1 2.44 1.25/n.det.
GMDA06 16050‐1 1,145 Patch 1 2.05 n.anal./n.det.
Gravity cores
GMGC01 16001‐1 n.doc. Patch 1 2.00 0.65/1.10
GMGC02 16001‐2 n.doc. Patch 1 1.10 n.anal./0.85
GMGC09 16011‐1 n.doc. Patch 1 2.40 n.anal./1.00
GMGC10 16012‐1 n.doc. Patch 2 2.20 0.65/0.80
GMGC12 16013‐2 n.doc. Patch 1 n.doc. n.anal./n.det.
GMGC17 16022‐1 n.doc. Patch 2 3.50 n.anal./3.20
GMGC19 16024‐1 n.doc. Patch 1 1.10 n.anal./0.85
GMGC20 16025‐1 n.doc. Patch 1 2.90 n.anal./0.65
GMGC29 16041‐1 1,144 Patch 1 core barrel empty, only cc n.pres./n.pres.
GMGC33 16045‐1 1,147 Patch 1 1.00 n.anal./0.60
GMGC34 16046‐1 1,143 Patch 1 1.80 n.anal./0.60
GMGC35 16046‐2 1,143 Patch 1 3.20 n.anal./0.70
GMGC36 16046‐3 1,143 Patch 1 n.doc. n.anal./n.det.
GMGC38 16046‐4 1,143 Patch 1 n.doc. n.anal./n.det.
MeBo cores
GMMB01/−02 16002‐1/16003‐1 1,141 outside sea
floor depression
53.30 40.42/n.det. Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015)
GMMB03 16010‐1 1,148 SW rim 45.18 4.30/6.95 Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015)
GMMB06 16021‐1 1,148 Patch 1 6.74 2.50/3.40 Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015)
GMMB07 16028‐1 1,148 Patch 1 10.19 2.00/2.85 Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015)
GMMB08 16030‐1 1,142 Patch 1 56.84 n.det./5.35 Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015)
GMMB10 16036‐1 1,142 Patch 1 23.95 1.52/5.15 Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015);
discharge of free gas during drilling
GMMB11 16042‐1 1,146 Patch 1 12.57 n.det./6.65 Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015);
discharge of free gas during drilling
GMMB12 16049‐1 1,144 NE rim 24.75 4.20/7.26 Sultan et al. (2014); Wei et al. (2015)
Note. For sampling locations see Figure 1e. Additional specifics ofMeBo cores can be found in the database of “Pangaea”¼ PANGAEA –Data Publisher for Earth
& Environmental Science (https://www.pangaea.de/). ToGH¼ Top of Gas Hydrates. Patch 1/2¼ “Rough Patch 1” or “2”; n.doc.¼ not documented; n.det.¼ not
determined; n.anal. ¼ not analyzed; n.pres. ¼ not present; cc ¼ core catcher.
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(13C/12C; 2H/1H) of CH4 in hydrate‐bound gas were determined at MARUM by GC‐isotope ratio mass
spectrometry (GC‐IRMS). Carbon and hydrogen isotopic ratios are reported in δ‐notation in parts per
mil relative to the Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (V‐PDB) and Standard Mean Ocean Water (V‐SMOW),
respectively. Standard deviations of triplicate stable isotope measurements were <0.5‰ (δ13C‐CH4) and
<1.5‰ (δ2H‐CH4).
Pore water analysis was done on board shortly after extraction. Concentrations of chloride (Cl−) and sulfate
(SO4
2−) were determined by ion chromatography (Metrohm, 861 Advanced Compact IC). Standard sea
water from the International Association for Physical Sciences of Oceans (IAPSO) was used for calibrating
the system. The analytical error for concentrations was estimated at ±3%. Sulfate was frequently found in
concentrations > 1 mM in MeBo cores below the inferred depth of the SMI (Figures 3a and 3b). This was
unlike observations in long piston cores retrieved during the same expedition with the IFREMER Calypso
piston corer that also penetrated the SMI (data not shown in this study). This observation was restricted
toMeBo cores and can be ascribed to the intrusion of bottom sea water that was used as flushing fluid during
MeBo drilling operations (Freudenthal & Wefer, 2013); an interpretation also proposed in earlier studies
(Orcutt et al., 2017; Wallmann et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2015). Thus, the virtual absence of sulfate below the
SMI under in situ conditions (conc. ¼ 0 mM) was assumed for the modeling approaches adopted in this
study. For this, measured sulfate concentrations in samples from below the SMI were used to calculate
the fraction of sea water that potentially has mixed up with pore water (see Wei et al., 2015; Wallmann
et al., 2018) and to recalculate initial chloride concentrations in the pore water.
3.4. Calculations of Gas Hydrate Saturations in Pressure Cores
Total gas volumes from the six pressure cores were used to calculate true gas hydrate saturations (GHsattr) in
shallow sediments according to Pape et al. (2011a). Briefly, total gas volumes released from pressure cores at
ambient pressure were converted to methane amounts considering the molecular composition of
hydrate‐bound gas (section 4.2). Sulfate concentration profiles were used to evaluate core specific sulfate
penetration depths; that is, sulfate zones virtually devoid of methane. Pore volumes in sediments below
the sulfate penetration depth were calculated using bulk core volumes below the sulfate zone (at ambient
pressure) and average porosities of 83%, as well as minimum (75%) and maximum (90%) porosities in sedi-
ments above ~5 mbsf (see Text S2 and Figure S2 in the supporting information). Integral methane concen-
trations (in mol dm−3) were calculated by converting the cumulative volume of methane determined at
ambient pressure and 20°C via the ideal gas law. The amount of methane in mole is referred to the average
total pore volume inside the pressure core using a porosity of 83% (see above).
Core specific upper boundaries of GHOZs were assigned considering sediment textures (e.g., mousy/soupy
sediment) as well as chloride and sulfate concentration profiles. Methane solubilities were determined
according to either Duan and Mao (2006) (between depth of sulfate penetration and top of gas hydrates
[ToGH]) or Tishchenko et al. (2005) (within the gas hydrate zone). The amounts of dissolved methane pre-
sent above the ToGH and within the GHSZ were subtracted from total methane amounts in order to deter-
mine the mass of hydrate‐bound methane. The amount of hydrate‐bound methane was related to pore
volume below the ToGH in order to calculate GHsattr (in % pore volume). GHsattr considering minimum
(75%) and maximum (90%) sediment porosities differed by 12% at maximum from those calculated based
on average porosities. In the following, GHsattr obtained from average porosities are discussed.
3.5. Geochemical Modeling of Chloride and Sulfate Concentrations
3.5.1. Primary Principles for the Two Geochemical Modelings
Two transport‐reaction models were used to independently simulate the profiles of dissolved chloride and
sulfate and to determine the time scales of methane flux increase. Despite the similar overall mathematical
architecture in bothmodels, the simulations were done relying on entirely different principles and geochem-
ical processes.
For the chloride model, we simulated the effect of gas hydrate dynamics on dissolved chloride concen-
tration. Ion exclusion during hydrate formation results in enrichment of solutes, such as chloride, in the
pore water (Ussler & Paull, 1995). In the case of halted or decreased rates of hydrate formation, excess
chloride is gradually removed with progressing time by diffusion and/or fluid advection, which finally
results in smooth concentration profiles without excess chloride. In contrast, excess chloride
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Figure 3. (a) Depth profile of measured ex situ methane concentrations in headspace gas extracted from sediment
samples retrieved with MeBo. Note: gas samples not prepared from GMMB06 and GMMB07. Depth profiles of (b)
measured (open symbols) and recalculated (closed symbols) pore water sulfate concentrations and (c) recalculated pore
water chloride concentrations in MeBo cores. Recalculated pore water chloride concentrations adapted from Wei et al.
(2015). Measured sulfate and chloride concentrations in MeBo cores GMMB01/02, GMMB06, and GMMB07 already
reported in Sultan et al. (2016). Note: Black arrows on top axis for chloride and sulfate concentrations indicate typical
bottom sea water concentrations. Depth profiles of (d) measured pore water sulfate concentrations and (e) measured pore
water chloride concentrations in pressure cores and gravity cores. Stippled horizontal lines in (a) and (c) indicate the
maximum depth of the gas hydrate occurrence zone (GHOZ) in Pockmark A as inferred from seismic data (~34 m; see
Taleb et al., 2020).
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concentrations are still preserved in recovered sediments if hydrate formation is faster than diffusion;
that is, hydrate formation is the dominant process compared to ion diffusion. Enrichments in chloride
concentrations have been observed in several settings of hydrate‐bearing sediments and interpreted as
indicator for methane transport in the gas phase and rapid hydrate formation (e.g., Haeckel et al., 2004;
Peszynska et al., 2016; Torres et al., 2004, 2011). Therefore, the profile with excess chloride concentration
can be used to assess the time scales of hydrate formation in response to the methane pulse within the
sediment.
For the sulfate model, the simulation primarily focuses on the rate of sulfate consumption as a result of
increasing methane supply. At locations where large methane fluxes are observed, most of sulfate consump-
tion is tied to methane consumption through AOM (Boetius et al., 2000). If sulfate consumption through
AOM is comparable to the diffusional supply of sulfate from the bottom sea water, a smooth sulfate pore
fluid profile illustrating a steady‐state system is expected. On the other hand, dissolved sulfate profiles with
distinct kinks (e.g., in Figure 3b) were observed at a few locations indicating recent and sudden changes in
methane supply (Fischer et al., 2013; Hensen et al., 2003; Hong et al., 2017). A large pulse of methane stimu-
lates abnormally high AOM rate, which consumes sulfate faster than its seawater replenishment. The sulfate
profiles below the kinks reflect such anomalously high sulfate consumption whereas the profile above has
not yet been affected by the changes in methane supply. By simulating such bended sulfate profiles, the tim-
ing of increasing methane supply can be estimated, as done in previous studies (Fischer et al., 2013; Hong
et al., 2017).
The model‐derived time scales are therefore constrained by independent processes. A comparison of the
results can provide insights into the methane seepage history as the chloride modeling is based on physical
phase change during hydrate formation, while the sulfate modeling considers biogeochemical transforma-
tion of methane during the AOM. It is also important to note that, though a methane supply is assumed
in both models, the causes of increasing methane seepage cannot be determined by either model and are
beyond the scope of this study.
In order to evaluate uncertainties for the time scales resulting from the different porosity values, a dimension
analysis was conducted using the observed range of porosity. This analysis showed that a decrease in poros-
ity by 15% (90% to 75%) leads to a 1.3‐fold increase of time required for diffusion. This factor is considered as
the uncertainty for the time scales estimated herein.
3.5.2. Chloride Concentrations
In order to quantify the time scale of gas hydrate formation at Pockmark A, a 1‐D transport‐reaction model
developed by Peszynska et al. (2016) and later tested by Hong and Peszynska (2018) was applied. The model
considers ion diffusion and fluid advection of a system with two phases (water and solid) and three compo-
nents (H2O, methane, and NaCl). No gas phase is considered, and, thus, the model is only applicable to sedi-
ments above the BGHSZ. It is known that free methane gas can be present in the GHOZ despite the violation
of thermodynamics principles (Daigle & Dugan, 2011; Flemings et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2019; Torres
et al., 2004). Methane gas locked into gas hydrates within the GHOZ has also been observed within the
macropores of gas hydrates recovered from GMGC12 within the “Rough Patch 1” (Sultan et al., 2014).
However, the impact of the presence of free methane gas on the chloride diffusion in the pore space is con-
sidered insignificant as these two compounds do not react with each other.
The modeling approach adopted in this study does not include such likely transient occurrence of free
methane gas and should be deemed as a simplified model. Precipitation or dissolution of gas hydrates is
assumed to happen immediately in the model, when the conditions are satisfied; that is, no kinetic barriers
exist. Therefore, the extent of methane solubility (MSol), a function of temperature, pressure, and salinity, is
the only factor to determine hydrate dynamics. The local gas hydrate equilibrium (GHEQ) and MSol were
derived by using the CSMGem program (Sloan & Koh, 2007) with information of temperature, pressure,
and salinity from the investigated sites (see Text S1 and Figure S1).
Constant geothermal gradient within the time scale of interest is assumed for the investigated sites
(see Table S2 for values used). Such assumption does not account for the variable thickness of hydrate sta-
bility as a result of fluctuating heat flow that likely occurred in Pockmark A (Wei et al., 2015). We, however,
noted that much of the changes in chloride concentration occur in the top 30 m of sediments (Figure 3c).
This depth interval is well within the GHSZ even at sites of highest geothermal gradient, that is, 258°C
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km−1 as measured in the top 2.5 meters of sediments in the central part of Pockmark A. Therefore, the sedi-
ment depth covered by the model is consistently situated within the hydrate stability zone despite the vary-
ing geothermal gradient, and all assigned thermodynamic parameters are, thus, valid.
As pore water salinity has not been measured, salinity was related with pore water chloride concentration
through an empirical relationship derived by Peszynska et al. (2016). The two parameters are, therefore,
exchangeable in this study. MSol was derived to cover the chloride concentration from fresh water to those
doubling the typical sea water concentration (~1,110 mM), a range that covers concentrations observed
herein. Details about how GHEQ and MSol were derived are given in the supporting information.
For modeling the evolution of gas hydrates, recalculated pore water chloride concentrations from six MeBo
cores at four different sites from the center to the pockmark rimwere chosen: (a) GMMB03, (b) GMMB12, (c)
GMMB10, and (d) GMMB06/07/11 (Figure 1e). Results from joint cores GMMB01/02 were not modeled, as
no chloride enrichment was detected at this site (Figure 3c); instead, profiles from these cores were used to
derive fluid advection rates and, additionally, served as the initial condition for themodel. We focused on the
uppermost 53 m of sediments for all sites except for Site GMMB10 (top 34 m of sediments only; see Figure 6),
which was affected by a relatively high geothermal gradient (≥119°C km−1; Wei et al., 2015) and a shallower
BGHSZ as compared to other investigated sites. Similar to the model setup reported in Torres et al. (2004)
and Peszynska et al. (2016), in this study a constant methane source was added in the model from intermedi-
ate depths of the sediment column where the positive chloride concentrations were observed (Figure 6;
usually between 3 and 18 mbsf; see Table S2 for exact depth range). The nature of the methane source is dis-
cussed in section 4.4.1. The basic parameters used in the model, such as model length, geothermal gradient,
porosity, fluid advection rate, and boundary conditions, are summarized in Texts S2–S4 and Figures S2 and
S3.
3.5.3. Sulfate Concentrations
The depth profiles of sulfate concentration indicate that in the shallow sediment of the pockmark, which
is of relevance for this study, methane is supplied from the ToGH. This assessment is supported by the
relatively short distance between the ToGH and the SMI (Table 1). Because lateral fluid migration was
not observed in the interval between the ToGH and the SMI, the sulfate concentration profiles can be
simulated by a 1‐D transport‐reaction model. This is in contrast with sediments below approximately 32
mbsf at Site GMMB01/02 outside Pockmark A, for which Sultan et al. (2016) considered lateral fluid
advection due to the presence of distinct coarse‐grained and, thus, highly permeable sediment layers
and applied 2‐D modeling. In this study, a 1‐D numerical AOM‐driven transport‐reaction model was
developed in gPROMS software (Process System Enterprise, PSE Ltd) to simulate the evolution of sulfate















− ΦRAOM ; (1)
where t is the time (year), Φ is the sediment porosity, x is the depth within the sedimentary column (m), ν
is the upward fluid velocity, ϑ is the sediment tortuosity, and Ci and Di are the measured concentration
(mM) and diffusion coefficient (m2 year−1) of the dissolved species “i,” respectively.
The model is derived from the diagenetic equations published by Berner (1980) and Boudreau (1997) and
considers the transport of species by both diffusion and advection. As pointed out in section 2, earlier
studies have shown that hydrate formation is rapid in the area, with a multilayered distribution within
the sedimentary column (de Prunelé et al., 2017; Sultan et al., 2014). Thus, assuming that the upper
hydrate layer is the methane source for the AOM reaction (de Prunelé et al., 2017) and considering a
rapid hydrate formation process following sudden gas release, it is possible to estimate the time elapsed
since this formation. The same values of the upward fluid velocity ν were tested for both models with
the sulfate‐ and chloride‐(enrichment)‐related processes. It was checked with the chloride profiles by
considering the sedimentary interval above the hydrate layer only, which was not disturbed by pore
water freshening. Reduction of porosity upon hydrate formation is irrelevant for the model applied as
geochemical processes occurring within the sedimentary interval bounded by the ToGH and the SMI
only are considered.
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Boudreau's empirical formulation (Boudreau, 1997) was taken for the calculation of the tortuosity:
ϑ2 ¼ 1 − ln θ2 : (2)
The AOM rate was expressed by the following kinetic equation:
RAOM ¼ kAOM SO4½  CH4½  (3)
with kAOM being the kinetic constant of the reaction. Methane concentration at the boundary domain was
calculated from the online Duan's Research Group thermodynamics model (Sun & Duan, 2007). Basic
parameters used in the model, such as model lengths, are summarized in Table S3.
4. Results
4.1. Sediment Composition and Texture
Sediment collected with MeBo cores, gravity cores, and pressure cores predominantly consisted of homoge-
nous dark clay with occasionally abundant carbonate concretions. In some gravity cores andMeBo cores dis-
seminated platy gas hydrates (less than ~2 cm in diameter) or even hydrate pieces of several cm in diameter
(e.g., GMGC12 close to GMDA01; GMGC20 close to GMDA03), occasionally in comparably high concentra-
tion, were present in sediments deeper than approximately 65 cmbsf. In addition, hydrate pieces showing
bubble fabrics were found in GMGC12 recovered from the “Rough Patch 1” (Sultan et al., 2014).
Specific sediment intervals (up to about 33 cmbsf for instance in GMGC33 close to GMDA02) were fluidized
(moussy/soupy textures) as a result of gas hydrate dissociation and/or injection of free gas from deeper core
parts during recovery of the unpressurized cores (Table S1). Hydrate dissociation was initiated by pressure
decrease and/or temperature increase during retrieval of the gravity and MeBo cores through the temperate
water column. Although not investigated in detail in this study, the depth distribution of fluidized sediments
correlated with pore water chloride concentration anomalies in general.
4.2. Gas Hydrate Saturations in Pressure Cores, Vertical Methane Distributions, and
Hydrocarbon Chemistry
Volumetric gas‐bulk sediment ratios determined from the degassing of the six DAPC cores at ambient pres-
sure ranged between 0.4 and 54.4 (L L−1; Table 2). Assuming hydrate sI to prevail (see hydrocarbon chem-
istry below), integral hydrate saturations (GHsattr) in the core interval between the base of the sulfate zone
(see section 4.3) and the maximum penetration depth of the DAPC (244 cm) were highest in core GMDA03
(51.2% per pore volume (pv); Table 2; Figure 2). This core and core GMDA02 (GHsattr ¼ 36.8% pv) were
recovered from “Rough Patch 1”. Comparably, high GHsattr (16.9% pv) was also measured in core
GMDA04 from “Rough Patch 2”. In contrast, volumes of gas released from GMDA05 and GMDA06 taken
at the northern border of “Rough Patch 1” were below the methane saturation threshold under in situ con-
ditions, thus indicating the absence of gas hydrates in these cores.
Sedimentary gas (headspace analysis) from depressurized MeBo cores that have experienced degassing dur-
ing recovery and core handling contained concentrations of dissolved methane approaching the lower
millimolar‐range (Figure 3a). Maximum methane concentrations (of >11.8 mmol L−1) were found in
GMMB08, which was drilled at the northern boundary of the “Rough Patch 1” (Figures 1d and 1e), at
6.55 mbsf and may be explained by the presence of small, undetected hydrate crystals in the sample. This
MeBo core was located close to pressure cores GMDA05 and GMDA06 that did not document the presence
of gas hydrates in shallow sediments. Other drill sites close to the pockmark rim (GMMB03 and GMMB12)
showed methane concentrations similar to those detected in the center of the pockmark (GMMB08,
GMMB10, and GMMB11). In the 53.3 m‐long core drilled NW off the pockmark center (GMMB01/02),
methane enrichments of up to 8.0 mmol L−1 were found below approximately 38 mbsf. In general, methane
concentration profiles showed several peaks with shallowest maxima between ~2.5 and 20 mbsf.
Molecular hydrocarbon ratios (C1/C2+) in hydrate‐bound gas ranged between ~3,050 and 23,800 (n ¼ 21;
Figure 4a; Table S4). No clear relation between the position of sampling sites and C1/C2+ ratios became
apparent. δ13C‐CH4 values ranged between −53.4‰ and −49.4‰, and δ
2H‐CH4 plotted between −182.9‰
and −178.3‰ (Figure 4b; Table S4). Methane in relatively deeply buried hydrates retrieved with MeBo
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appeared to be slightly less depleted in 12C compared to that in their shallow counterparts collected with the
gravity corer. No similar trend was apparent in δD‐signatures of hydrate‐bound methane.
4.3. Pore Water Geochemistry
Concentrations of pore water sulfate and chloride were investigated as indicators of upward methane flux
intensities andmarkers of the evolution of the gas hydrate system. Chloride concentrations in all MeBo cores
as well as sulfate concentrations in MeBo cores GMMB01/02 and GMMB05 (Figures 3b and 3c) were already
reported in previous studies (Sultan et al., 2014, 2016; Wei et al., 2015).
In gravity cores and pressure cores sea water‐derived sulfate was found in sediments as deep as about 3.2
mbsf (e.g., GMGC17; Table 1). In general, shallowest positions of the SMI (0.30–0.65 mbsf) were found in
the pockmark center (Figure 3b; Table S1), where seismic data and MeBo drilling indicated the shallowest
ToGH (Figure 5). Deep pore water samples from core GMMB08 suggested that ascending fluids are generally
sulfate‐free. Those samples additionally showed that ascending fluids are only slightly depleted in Cl−
Table 2
Accumulated Gas Volumes, Gas‐Sediment Ratios (at Ambient Pressure), Methane Concentrations (Average Porosity 83%), and Calculated Fractions of sI Hydrates in















below sulfate zone (L)
Hydrate saturation (sI)






GMDA01 1.75 52.62 5.63 0.28 7.75 3.2
GMDA02 0.73 59.15 16.52 0.83 0.91 36.8 38a
GMDA03 1.04 282.15 54.44 2.73 3.58 51.2 46b
GMDA04 2.36 342.90 27.19 1.36 9.94 21.4 11c
GMDA05 2.44 4.82 0.37 0.02 6.36 n.p.
GMDA06 2.05 4.10 0.37 0.02 n.a. n.a.
average 31.4 (n ¼ 4)
Note. Model‐derived gas hydrate saturations (GHsatmod) at MeBo drill sites are included. n.p. ¼ not present; n.a. ¼ not analyzed.
aGMMB06, GMMB07, and GMMB11. bGMMB10. cGMMB12.
Figure 4. Genetic diagrams for hydrocarbon sources below Pockmark A. (a) “Bernard diagram” modified after Milkov
and Etiope (2018) showing δ13C values of methane versus molecular hydrocarbon ratios (C1/C2+) for hydrate‐bound
methane collected from Pockmark A. All samples plot in the fields assigned for microbial and thermocatalytic
hydrocarbons close to the field representative for secondary microbial hydrocarbons (SM). In general, methane bound in
deep hydrates (greater than ~7.4 mbsf) is slightly less depleted in 12C compared to that bound in shallow hydrates
(less than ~3.5 mbsf). Note: In a previous study, a C1/C2 ratios of 1,720 was determined for hydrocarbons in headspace
gas prepared from the base of the “gas hydrated core” NCG102 from our study area (Brooks et al., 2000). (b) Crossplot of
δ13C values versus δ2H values of methane in selected samples of hydrate‐bound methane (classification adopted
from Milkov and Etiope (2018)). The samples plot within the fields assigned for thermogenic and secondary microbial
hydrocarbons. CR ¼ carbonate reduction; F ¼ methyl‐type fermentation; EMT ¼ early mature thermogenic gas;
SM ¼ secondary microbial; OA ¼ oil‐associated thermogenic gas; LMT ¼ late mature thermogenic gas.
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Figure 5. Three‐dimensional interpretative view of Pockmark A comprising sea floor bathymetry, 2‐D high‐resolution
seismic profile Sy01‐HR‐Pr01 (right; for location see Figure 1; taken from Sultan et al., 2010) and interpreted 2‐D
seismic profile Sy02‐HR‐Pr07 (left; modified after Sultan et al., 2010, 2014). Solid vertical lines indicate sea floor positions
of selected cores (GMMB‐: MeBo; GMGC‐: gravity corer; GMDA‐: Dynamic Autoclave Piston Corer) investigated in this
study. Bars highlight subsurface positions of cores, depths of the SMI, and vertical distributions of gas hydrates.
Shallowest SMI and ToGH indicate highest methane fluxes in the pockmark center. Existence of a clear SMI at about
1.595 s TTWT (~40 mbsf) at Site GMMB01/02 indicates methane fluxes sufficient to fuel AOM in areas distant to the sea
floor depression.
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Figure 6. Modeled chloride concentration profiles at Sites (a) GMMB03, (b) GMMB12, (c) GMMB10, and
(d) GMMB06/07/11. The model was run with different combinations of gas hydrate formation time and methane supply
(as shown in the blowup of a). The longer time it takes to form gas hydrate, the weaker methane supply needed and
therefore smoother chloride profile produced by the model. Therefore, only the longest time (and weakest methane
supply) required can be constrained. The results show hydrate formation happened at most 300 years BP and most likely
happened 75–150 years ago. Note: Chloride concentrations measured may be lower than in situ concentrations
because of potential pore water dilution by hydrate‐bound fresh water released during dissociation of hydrate pieces
undetected in the sediment. Therefore, initial positive anomalies in chloride concentrations might have been higher than
those measured, and times even shorter than those modeled. Chloride concentrations lower than those of sea water are
also attributed to dilution from the chloride‐depleted hydrate water released from dissociating hydrates during core
recovery and handling (see, e.g., Hesse, 2003; Tréhu et al., 2004).
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(~460 mM) relative to sea water. Positive chloride anomalies as high as 1,060 mM were detected at shallow
sediment depth in particular for cores GMMB08, GMMB10, and GMMB11 from the central area character-
ized by rough sea floor morphology (Figure 3c). In addition, negative chloride excursions from background
concentrations were detected from almost all central cores, and minimum concentrations of ~350 mM were
found in GMDA03. Negative and positive chloride anomalies often occurred in adjacent samples with the
negative chloride anomalies coinciding in most cases with soupy/moussy sediment textures.
4.4. Results From Numerical Modeling
4.4.1. Modeling of Concentration Profiles of Dissolved Chloride
Two free parameters, the strength of methane input and time needed for the modeled profiles to match the
observations, control the distribution of pore water chloride in the model (see Table S2 for further informa-
tion and Text S3 for boundary conditions used). Mathematically, these two free parameters cannot be solved
with a single constraint (i.e., chloride enrichments) as the same chloride enrichment can be achieved in
shorter time if a stronger methane source is assigned. An additional constraint comes from the shapes of
the chloride profiles since they become smoother with increasing time as diffusion becomes more effective.
Besides, if the supply of methane is too weak, diffusion can effectively transport the excess chloride toward
the sea floor and result in leveling of chloride concentrations. For example, although the highest chloride
enrichment observed by assigning the various combinations of methane flux and time (75 to 600 years;
Figure 6a) can be reproduced, the chloride profiles produced from the two longer time scales (300 and
600 years) are too smooth compared to the observed profiles. In conclusion, our model is only able to con-
strain the minimum methane supply and longest time required to achieve the positive chloride anomalies
observed. Moreover, results from the modeling of chloride concentration profiles may be considered as mini-
mum estimates as freshening related to hydrate‐dissociation during recovery could have caused dilution of
in situ chloride concentrations.
By simulating different combinations of methane supply and time scale, as shown in Figure 6, it can be con-
cluded that the chloride enrichment and, thus, the rapid hydrate formation must have occurred only very
recently (within the last three centuries). For the sake of comparison, the time frame for hydrate formation
at all sites was unified in order to derive relative methane inputs needed to explain the chloride enrichment
observed (Table 3). We show that the strongest methane supply must have occurred in the subsurface below
the “Rough Patch 1” (Sites GMMB10, GMMB06/07/11, and GMMB08), from which the gas‐rich pressure
cores (core codes “GMDA”) were retrieved.
4.4.2. Modeling of Concentration Profiles of Dissolved Sulfate
For the sulfate modeling, we focused on three cores, GMMB01/02, GMMB03, and GMMB12 (Table 4), as for
these cores sufficient data are available to reliably model their profiles. The last two cores were also used for
the modeling of positive chloride anomalies that are indicative of recent hydrate formation (section 4.4.1).
Sulfate was found over meter‐scale depths within the sedimentary column for cores GMMB03 and
GMMB12 (Figures 3b and 7). The sulfate profiles are characterized by two segments with an upper segment
(0 to ~300 cmbsf) showing concentrations close to sea water and a narrow deeper segment, which shows a
sharp decline in concentrations close to zero (~300–360/525 cmbsf, respectively). The abrupt change in
the sulfate gradient suggests a non‐steady‐state system, where the initial conditions correspond to vertical
profiles resulting from penetration of sea water‐derived sulfate over the entire length domain.
In the case of joint cores GMMB01/02 outside the pockmark, a smooth and linear decrease in sulfate concen-
trations with depth is observed over the top 30 mbsf followed by a sharp decrease to concentrations close to
zero at the SMI at around 40 msbf. The model used herein considers a methane pulse followed by rapid
Table 3
Model‐DerivedMethane Input (in kg CH4 (kg H2O)
−1 year−1) for the Different Time Scales Required to Induce Positive Chloride Concentration Anomalies Caused by
Hydrate Formations at Selected MeBo Drill Sites
CH4 input GMMB03 GMMB12 GMMB10 GMMB 06/07/11 GMMB08
75 years 2.2E−4 1.4E−4 5.6E−4 4.4E−4 4.4E−4
150 years 1.1E−4 7E−5 2.8E−4 2.2E−4 2.2E−4
300 years 6E−5 4E−5 1.5E−4 1.2E−4 1.2E−4
600 years 3.5E−5 2.2E−5 8E−5 6.8E−5 6.8E−5
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hydrate formation that settled the methane source as being the ToGH at
around 40 mbsf, and we simulated the evolution of the sulfate profile
over time.
5. Discussion
5.1. Origin of Hydrocarbons, Hydrate Distributions, andQuantities
5.1.1. Origin of Hydrocarbons
In this study, genetic diagrams recently proposed for source assignments
of light hydrocarbons (Milkov & Etiope, 2018) were considered. In the dia-
gramC1/C2+ versus δ
13C‐CH4 all samples of hydrate‐bound hydrocarbons
plot close to the boundary between the fields assigned for primary micro-
bial light hydrocarbons and secondary microbial hydrocarbons
(Figure 4a). Those molecular and isotopic compositions may be explained by upward migration of secondary
microbial methane and/or late mature thermogenic hydrocarbons and admixture with primary microbial
methane in shallow sediments. Thermogenic hydrocarbons and secondary microbial hydrocarbons are com-
monly attributed to degradation of kerogen and petroleum, respectively (Milkov, 2011; Tissot &
Welte, 1984).
In the diagram δ13C‐CH4 versus δ
2H‐CH4 hydrate‐bound hydrocarbons also plot within the overlapping
fields assigned for secondary microbial and late mature thermogenic hydrocarbons (Figure 4b). However,
in contrast to hydrocarbon source interpretations deduced from Figure 4a, Figure 4b suggests an additional
contribution from oil‐associated biodegraded thermogenic hydrocarbons. In conclusion, from relationships
between molecular hydrocarbon ratios, δ13C‐CH4, and δ
2H‐CH4, hydrocarbons from various sources com-
prising late mature thermogenic, primary microbial (from carbonate reduction), secondary microbial (from
petroleum biodegradation), and oil‐associated hydrocarbons seem to prevail at Pockmark A. A similar mix-
ture of deep thermogenic hydrocarbons and admixtures of shallow microbial hydrocarbons is also assumed
for the nearby pockmark cluster C (de Prunelé et al., 2017; Figures 1b and 1c). However, δ13C values of
ethane (−34%) and carbon dioxide (−3‰) of those samples (de Prunelé et al., 2017) as well as their carbon
isotope separations ((Δδ13C(CH4–C2H6)¼ 16.5‰; Δδ13C(CH4–CO2)¼ 47.5‰) do not indicate severe hydro-
carbon biodegradation (see, e.g., Milkov, 2011).
The observed relative methane enrichment in shallow gas hydrates that results in comparably high C1/C2+
ratios may also be explained by adsorption of wet gas components on clay minerals or organic matrices
(Prinzhofer & Pernaton, 1997), differential molecular diffusion during migration (Milkov & Etiope, 2018;
Schoell, 1983), and/or gas hydrate formation. However, different diffusion behaviors of individual light
hydrocarbons as possible cause of the relative depletion in C+ hydrocarbons might be excluded since ebulli-
tion of gas is believed to be the major transport mechanisms for fluids ascending toward the sea floor at the
pockmark (Sultan et al., 2014). Furthermore, evidence for the presence of deeply buried sII or sH hydrates
that may entrap C2+ hydrocarbons at depth causing relative methane enrichment in the upward migrating
gas (e.g., Paganoni et al., 2016) has not been observed neither during MeBo drilling as part of this study nor
from previous seismic surveys. In contrast, preferential enrichment in methane during crystallization of sI
hydrate (e.g., Pape et al., 2010, and references cited therein) in the shallow pockmark sediment and concur-
rent exclusion of C3+ hydrocarbons from the hydrate may have contributed to the molecular composition of
hydrate‐bound hydrocarbons.
Relatively uniform stable carbon isotopic compositions of methane in all samples of hydrate‐bound gas
analyzed (n ¼ 21) suggest that the pockmark‐associated hydrates are fueled from similar hydrocarbon
sources independent from their distance to the pockmark center. However, slightly more negative δ13C
signatures measured for methane in shallow hydrates retrieved with the gravity corer compared to those
in deeper (>7.4 mbsf) hydrates collected with MeBo substantiate additional incorporation of microbial
methane relatively depleted in 13C. A shallow production of microbial hydrocarbons was already pro-
posed for 13C depletions in methane (δ13C‐CH4 ≤ −86‰) at depth of the SMI in sediments recovered
from Pockmark C2 located about 2.3 km SSE of Pockmark A (de Prunelé et al., 2017; see Figures 1b
and 1c for position).
Table 4
Model Results for the Sulfate‐Profiles Evolution With Time
Core code
Top of the hydrate
layer
Time elapsed to reach present‐day
profile
(mbsf) (year)
GMMB01/02 42a 18,700 ± 2,500
GMMB03 6.9 75 ± 15
GMMB12 7.5 100 ± 15
aFor GMMB01/02, the top of the gas hydrate (ToGH) layer was extrapo-
lated considering an average distance between the SMI and the ToGH
of approximately 2 m. Depth of the SMI at GMMB01/02 at 40 mbsf
according to Sultan et al. (2014) and Wei et al. (2015).
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Formation temperatures of thermogenic methane are believed to range from 70°C to 250°C with a peak at
around 150°C (Hunt, 1996; Quigley & Mackenzie, 1988). Assuming that geothermal gradients measured
inside Pockmark A (locally up to 258°C km−1; Wei et al., 2015) and outside the pockmark (72°C km−1;
Wei et al., 2015) follow a linear trend with depth, overall formation depths calculated for thermogenic
hydrocarbons range between ~0.3 and 3.5 km. For the fraction of late mature thermogenic hydrocarbons
that likely prevails thermogenic hydrocarbons at Pockmark A (Figure 4b), formation temperatures
exceeding 150°C (Hunt, 1996) and formation depths ranging between 0.6 km (258°C km−1) and 2.1 km
Figure 7. Modeled evolution of the sulfate concentration profiles (measured concentrations) over time at Sites
GMMB01/02, GMMB03, and GMMB12. The model assumes that the sulfate profile starts evolving from the
establishment of the hydrate layer. The results indicate that the hydrate layers supplying methane for AOM formed
between around 60 and 150 years ago at Sites GMMB03 and GMMB12 with best fit obtained for ages between 75 and
100 years. At Site GMMB01/02 outside the sea floor depression a best fit for the extrapolated ToGH was obtained for ages
of 18.7 ± 1 kyr.
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(72°C km−1), respectively, are assumed. Such estimated formation depths correspond to the presence of an
intermediate hydrocarbon reservoir between 500 and 580 mbsf below the nearby pockmark cluster C
(“hydrocarbon storage zone” in de Prunelé et al., 2017). This suggests that major formation of late mature
thermogenic hydrocarbons in this area takes place below the depth of the hydrocarbon storage body.
Petroleum biodegradation resulting in the formation of secondary microbial methane, which is believed to
also occur at Pockmark A, was reported to mostly occur at temperatures below 80°C (Milkov, 2011;
Wilhelms et al., 2001). Oil was found in the study area impregnating shallow sediments in the nearby
Pockmark B (de Prunelé et al., 2017; Figures 1b and 1c). Consequently, secondary microbial methane forma-
tion is expected to take place within the uppermost ~1 km of the sedimentary column. The temperature
range tolerated by methanogenic archaea that form primary microbial hydrocarbons is also limited to tem-
peratures below ~80°C (Valentine, 2011) and, thus, restricted to the upper 1 km.
5.1.2. Distributions and Quantities of Gas Hydrate and Methane
The presence of gas hydrates in shallow sediments of Pockmark A was proposed to result from gas supply
trough fracture systems connected to the “intermediate gas reservoir” (Sultan et al., 2014; Taleb et al., 2020)
(Figure 1d). This assumption is corroborated by the fact that natural (Figure 1d) and drilling‐induced sea
floor gas emissions (GMMB10/11; Figure 1e) have been observed to be spatially related to the central major
fracture, suggesting that highly focused free gas migration occurs through the fracture system. The presence
of very shallow (<1 mbsf) gas hydrates indicates methane concentrations exceeding solubility in shallow
sediments in both, “Rough Patch 1” and “Rough Patch 2” (Table 1) in 2011 and support this assumption.
Distributions of soupy/moussy sediment textures observed in MeBo cores indicated that the lower limit of
the hydrate‐charged sediment body was located at about 25 mbsf (Table S1). This depth assignment is sup-
ported by results from seismic profiling (Sultan et al., 2014), thermal imaging and pore water chlorinity
investigations (Wei et al., 2015), as well as geotechnical sounding (Taleb et al., 2018).
However, variable depths of both, the SMI and the ToGH, on a small horizontal scale substantiate consider-
able heterogeneity in methane and hydrate distribution within the upper sediment column (Figures 1c and
5; Tables 1 and 2). For instance, a comparably shallow SMI (0.3 mbsf) andmaximumGHsattr (51.2% pv) were
detected in pressure core GMDA03 from “Rough Patch 1”. In contrast, a deeper SMI (1.25 mbsf in GMDA05)
and the absence of gas hydrates indicated by relatively low gas quantities and uniform chloride concentra-
tions was observed in cores GMDA05 and GMDA06. These two cores were located approximately 18 m
northeast of GMDA03 at the northern rim of “Rough Patch 1” (Figures 1 and 2; Table S1).
Pressure cores taken from the rough patches of Pockmark A in 2011 revealed unusually high hydrate con-
centrations at specific sites. DAPC core GMDA03 recovered from “Rough Patch 1” contained the highest
GHsattr (51.2% pv) of all DAPC cores taken at cold seeps (Heeschen et al., 2007; Pape et al., 2011a) and
mud volcanoes (Pape et al., 2011b) in other regions, so far. However, considering the strongly heterogeneous
spatial distribution of hydrates and variable hydrate saturations (Table 2), we refrain from estimating total
amounts of methane bound in shallow hydrates at Pockmark A and state that 3.2% pv (core GMDA01,
“Rough Patch 1”) is a minimum hydrate saturation. Nevertheless, the hydrate saturations obtained from
pressure coring in this study substantiate that shallow hydrates in deepwater pockmarks have a significant
methane storage capacity. In this context, it is worth mentioning that continuous intervals of deeper (greater
than ~33 mbsf) massive gas hydrates several meters in lengths have been collected by drilling at the margins
of a large pockmark located at the Umitaka Spur in the Japan Sea (Snyder et al., 2020).
Order‐of‐magnitude estimates of dissolved methane concentrations in hydrate‐free sediments below the sul-
fate zone can be obtained by considering data from pressure core GMDA05. Provided that the 4.82 L of gas
(99 vol.% CH4: 0.21 mol CH4) exclusively originated from pore water exsolution from the 119 cm‐long inter-
val (approximately 6.84 L bulk sediment volume, average porosity of 83%: 5.68 L pore volume) in between
the base of the sulfate zone (1.25 mbsf) and the core bottom (2.44 mbsf), this would result in an estimated
average concentration of dissolved methane of approximately 0.04 mol CH4 dm
−3 pore volume.
Elevated concentrations of dissolved methane found below the hydrate‐charged sediment body beneath
“Rough Patch 1” (GMMB08), close to the pockmark rim (GMMB03), and even outside of the pockmark
(GMMB01/02) (Figure 3a) demonstrate that methane is not only transported through the central fracture
system. Relative methane enrichments in deeper pockmark sediments may be explained by lateral fluid flow
below the hydrate‐charged body caused by clogging of the fracture system through hydrate accumulations
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(see, e.g., Römer et al., 2012; Sultan et al., 2014). Reduction of sediment permeability due to a decrease of
porosity in the course of hydrate saturation in overlying sediments (e.g., Daigle & Dugan, 2011; Flemings
et al., 2003; Nimblett & Ruppel, 2003) may add to this process. For Site GMMB01/02, Sultan et al. (2016) have
additionally proposed that coarse‐grained sediment intervals located at depths beneath the sediments stu-
died herein (>32 mbsf) have served as potential horizontal transport pathways during phases of high gas
pressure in the “intermediate gas reservoir.” Free gas accumulations below the hydrate zone as imaged in
Figure 5 may also be fueled by fluid migration along secondary fractures that have been illustrated by
Sultan et al. (2010), and/or methane upward diffusion. Diffusion of deep‐sourced thermogenic hydrocarbons
into shallow sediments at a site about 5 km apart from an actively gas‐emitting pockmark has been shown
(Pape et al., 2020).
5.2. Modeling Results—Formation of Gas Hydrates and Evolution of the SMI
5.2.1. Chloride Concentration Anomalies as an Indicator of Recent Gas Hydrate Formation
Stimulated by Supply of Free Methane Gas
Strong enrichments in dissolved chloride up to 1,060 mM in cores GMMB06, GMMB07, GMMB08,
GMMB10, and GMMB11 indicate that the abundant gas hydrate is a result of rapid gas hydrate formation
in the pockmark center. Such rapid hydrate formation may be related to additional methane input from a
free gas phase (Haeckel et al., 2004; Peszynska et al., 2016; Torres et al., 2004, 2011). Indeed, putative frac-
tures that may serve as pathways for rapid gas migration were penetrated during drilling of GMMB10 at
about 24 mbsf and GMMB11 at 12.5 mbsf triggering temporary discharge of substantial volumes of gas
from the sea floor (Sultan et al., 2014). In addition, the presence of porous hydrate specimen indicated
the occurrence of bubble‐forming gas under water‐limited conditions in the immediate subsurface at the
center.
Gas hydrate distribution in Pockmark A is highly heterogeneous (section 5.1.2; Wei et al., 2015), and a sys-
tematic trend in gas hydrate saturations among the drill sites is therefore not expected. Nevertheless, an
agreement in GHsat derived from pressure core degassing (GHsattr) and chloride modeling (GHsatmod) is
observed from cores retrieved from similar locations (Tables 1 and 2). For instance, the highest GHsattr
was measured from pressure core GMDA03 (51.2% pv; 0.30–0.77 mbsf) in “Rough Patch 1”, which was
located ~35 m NW of MeBo core GMMB10. This MeBo core showed one of the highest chloride concentra-
tions measured in the study area (1,065 mM at 9.64 cmbsf), yielding GHsatmod of 46% pv. Admittedly, the
coherent values of GHsattr and GHsatmod from three pairs of comparisons (see Table 2) can be coincidence.
Nonetheless, the similar magnitude in GHsat suggests that our model provided reasonable estimations of gas
hydrate abundances. As the GHsatmod is mainly a function of the strength of methane supply assigned, a
tight link between methane supply and gas hydrate abundance in this pockmark is expected.
In addition to the similarity analysis of GHsattr and GHsatmod, time scales estimated from the chloridemodel
can be verified against the results from pressure cores. By dividing the amount of methane recovered in pres-
sure cores with the rate of methane supply estimated from the chloride model (Table S5), a time scale can
also be calculated. Calculations were performed on three pairs of MeBo and pressure cores that are in close
vicinity to each other: GMMB06/07/11 versus GMDA02, GMMB10 versus GMDA03, and GMMB12 versus
GMDA04. At Site GMDA02 a time scale of 33–66 years is estimated. Longer time scales of 86–171 and
171–342 years were calculated from GMDA03 and GMDA04, respectively. These calculations are remark-
ably similar to estimations from chloride modeling (<300 years) and, thus, substantiate the very recent
and dynamic gas hydrate formation in Pockmark A. Moreover, the calculations derived in this study are
in line with the calculated time (80–130 years) that has elapsed since an assumed lateral migration of
methane‐rich fluid below 32 mbsf at Site GMMB01/02 (Sultan et al., 2016). These results confirm that rapid
hydrate accumulation controlled the formation and evolution of Pockmark A as suggested by Sultan
et al. (2014) and provide a time constraint (less than three centuries) for this process. Supportive results come
from an independent study at three pockmarks located a few kilometers south to Pockmark A (pockmark
cluster C; de Prunelé et al., 2017), where hydrate formation ages with similar orders of magnitudes were
obtained.
5.2.2. Methane Fluxes Inferred From Sulfate Profiles
Episodic methane fluxes from below Pockmark A in the past were inferred from abundant authigenic high
Mg‐calcite and aragonite co‐occurring in surface sediments (Fontanier et al., 2014). This assumption is in
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line with a proposed scenario of fast hydrate formation within the pockmark caused by cycles of accumula-
tion of free gas accompanied with pressure increase within the clay‐rich sediment followed by the
formation/reopening of fractures that enables gas release from the reservoir and upward migration
(Sultan et al., 2014). The newly formed hydrate layers serve as methane source for the AOM reaction in over-
lying sediments. This idea is supported by the short distance between the ToGH and the SMI in the cores
investigated (Table 1). Thus, by considering this conceptual scheme and modeling the evolution of the sul-
fate profiles over time since the methane injection, we estimated the age of the hydrate layers at Sites
GMMB01/02, GMMB03, and GMMB12 (Table 4; Figure 7). Such simulations revealed that the upper hydrate
layers within the depression have been formed around 75 years ago at Site GMMB03 and 100 years ago at Site
GMMB12, respectively. Outside the pockmark, at Site GMMB01/02, an age of around 18,700 years was cal-
culated for the extrapolated ToGH. The sulfate profile‐derived ages of the hydrate layers obtained for the
cores located within Pockmark A match the estimates obtained for the development of the positive chloride
anomalies caused by hydrate formation (see section 5.2.1). It is worth mentioning that, although gas advec-
tion and pore water advection may be decoupled (Hong et al., 2018), both models independently applied in
this study revealed relatively weak pore water advection in general (~1.7 × 10−4 m year−1; Figures S4). Ages
of hydrate layers calculated for Pockmark A also correspond to ages of hydrate layers within the nearby
Pockmarks C1 (80 ± 10 years) and C3 (21 ± 2 years) as obtained from sulfate profile modeling of single sedi-
ment cores (de Prunelé et al., 2017; Figure 1b). These agreements suggest that trends in the sulfate profiles
are most likely related to hydrate dynamics rather than other processes known to cause similar shapes in
profiles (see, e.g., Fischer et al., 2013; Hensen et al., 2003). Remarkably, U/Th dating of carbonate breccia
demonstrated that Pockmark C3 has additionally been very active within the period 13–2.5 kyr BP (Bayon
et al., 2015). During that period, methane pulses have triggered accumulation of shallow hydrates that sub-
sequently underwent decomposition. Anaerobic oxidation of the methane released fueled aragonite precipi-
tation above the ToGH. The processes of hydrate formation and decomposition have caused severe
fluctuations of the SMI depth.
The abrupt change in the pore water sulfate gradient at Site GMMB01/02 (Figures 4b and 7) indicates
methane injection rather than constant diffusion. Moreover, the age of the hydrate layer supplying the
AOM demonstrates that Pockmark A has been active since the phase of sea level and temperature rise sub-
sequent to the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) at least (e.g., Fleming et al., 1998; Rohling et al., 1998) extend-
ing the previous estimate of 13 kyr determined for Pockmark C3 (Bayon et al., 2015). Remarkably, similar
minimum ages of pockmark activity (ca. 21 kyr) were also obtained by dating of carbonates associated to
hydrate‐bearing pockmarks at about 670 m water depth, up slope of the Niger Delta (Ruffine et al., 2013).
In general, a continuous increase of approximately 10% in hydrostatic pressure caused by sea level rise sub-
sequent to the LGM as estimated for our study site would have promoted hydrate stability. However, Bangs
et al. (2005) proposed an upward shift of the BGHSZ and release of free gas into sediments below following
postglacial bottom sea water warming and shift of the geothermal gradient in Hydrate Ridge, offshore
Oregon. In case such free gas happens to migrate upward through fracture systems, it may lead to precipita-
tion of gas hydrates in shallow sediments (e.g., Daigle et al., 2011; Tryon et al., 1999). However, a tight link
between such processes and the formation of the hydrate layers investigated at Pockmark A is unlikely. The
oldest hydrate layer was formed during the LGM when bottom water temperatures were lower than today.
In contrast, the youngest layers precipitated within the past two centuries when the increase in hydrostatic
pressure compared to LGM conditions had stabilized and promoted hydrate stability already. In addition, an
expected postglacial deep water warming by less than 4°C (Waelbroeck et al., 2002) was insufficient to cause
gas release induced by gas hydrate dissociation in shallow sediments of Pockmark A (see also section 5.3 and
Figure S4). Therefore, methane injections and gas hydrate formations are likely not directly triggered by
climate‐driven changes in sea level and bottom sea water temperature. In contrast, internal dynamics of
the subsurface petroleum and fluid flow system appear to be likely causes of the methane pulses in
Pockmark A.
5.3. Shallow Gas Hydrates Affecting Pockmark Morphology
In Pockmark A, two seabed types can be differentiated with respect to gas and gas hydrate contents andmor-
phology. The area around the rough patches is characterized by relatively smooth surfaces (Figure 1d), low
methane concentrations in the shallow sediments as indicated by the low sea floor backscatter in 2004
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(George & Cauquil, 2007; Figure 2) and a comparably deep ToGH at ≥6.9 mbsf in 2011 (Table 1). In contrast,
the two central rough patches show a generally negative relief, a high‐backscatter reflectivity, and host con-
siderable amounts of shallow gas hydrates (Tables 1 and 2; Figure 2). Such properties of the two seabed types
in Pockmark A match those of the diffuse and the focused fluid flow regimes reported for the Regab pock-
mark at the Congo deep sea channel (Marcon et al., 2014). At Pockmark A, a free methane gas phase was
present in the shallow subsurface of the rough patches in 2011, as evidenced by the sea floor gas emissions
near the major fracture and the recovery of porous hydrate specimen. Pronounced loss of sediment from the
rough patches is indicated by their basic negative relief.
A chaotic sea floor morphology at gas‐charged sites within the GHSZ was previously explained by (i) sedi-
ment resuspension by upward gas flow (e.g., Kannberg et al., 2013; O'Regan et al., 2015; Panieri et al., 2017;
Sahling et al., 2008), (ii) sediment up‐doming due to gas overpressure (e.g., Koch et al., 2015; Zander
et al., 2020) or hydrate growth (potentially followed by collapse during hydrate dissolution; e.g., Riboulot
et al., 2016; Römer et al., 2012; Serié et al., 2012; Sultan et al., 2010), and (iii) detachment of hydrate chunks
from the sea floor (e.g., Charlou et al., 2004; Kannberg et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 1994; Pape et al., 2011a;
Paull et al., 1995; Suess et al., 2001). For pockmarks at Vestnesa Ridge, Arctic Ocean, Panieri et al. (2017)
demonstrated that subvertical gas chimneys in the subsurface terminated into pit‐like sea floor depressions
from which gas emissions into the water column were fueled. Because the natural gas emissions at
Pockmark A originated from a site within or close to pits in “Rough Patch 1”, it is plausible to assume that
formation of the pits resulted from localized gas bubble discharge as well.
The sea floor gas emission site fueling the only two gas bubble plumes recognized in 2011 in the water col-
umn above Pockmark A were likely linked to shallow fractures (Sultan et al., 2014) and, thus, restricted in
spatial dimensions. In contrast, the two rough patches jointly covered ~11% of the area of Pockmark A.
Therefore, the presence of several partly coalescing pits, as particularly observed in “Rough Patch 1”, may
be explained by deflection of migration pathways due to clogging of fracture systems by hydrates (Bangs
et al., 2011; Liu & Flemings, 2007; Simonetti et al., 2013). In addition, the present‐day appearance of
Pockmark A most likely results from several fluid migration events involving multiple pathways. The extent
of lateral migration of gas discharge sites at the sea floor in the past is unknown. However, the sizes of the
rough patches and their spatial association with dense occurrences of shallow hydrates suggest that addi-
tional, hydrate‐related processes have contributed to the formation of local sea floor depressions and rough
sea floor morphologies.
Formation and decomposition of shallow gas hydrates alone are insufficient to explain the sea bed morphol-
ogy. In 2011, a prevalence of hydrate formation over destabilization was indicated by the positive anomalies
in chloride concentrations. Hydrate formation is associated with volume expansion since the specific density
of massive gas hydrates (~0.91 g cm−3) is lower than that of pore water (~1.03 g cm−3). However, extensive
sediment doming due to gas overpressure or hydrate formation is not supported by the negative morphology
in the rough patches. Nevertheless, sediment doming followed by erosion of exposed sea floor in the past
cannot be ruled out.
Moreover, variations in fluid and bottom water temperatures likely do not directly affect sea bed morphol-
ogy. For other gas hydrate sites, focused upward flow of warm fluids resulting in hydrate dissociation and an
increase in gas pressure below the BGHSZ has been proposed (e.g., Römer et al., 2012; Wood et al., 2002).
Numerical simulations have shown that temperature increases by several degrees above background values
in chimney‐like migration pathways (Liu et al., 2019) and in shallow sediments (Zander et al., 2020) can
result from ongoing gas hydrate formation. However, at Pockmark A sI hydrates are stable in an ~35m‐thick
GHSZ even at the maximum geothermal gradient of 258°C km−1 measured in 2011 (Wei et al., 2015). In
addition, results of temperature modeling conducted in this study (section S3.2) suggest that an increase
of bottom sea water temperature by about 10°C would be required to force dissociation of gas hydrates in
the topmost two meters of sediment.
In contrast, sporadic sea floor hydrate detachment is proposed to have contributed to the negative relief and
the rugged sea floor. Density calculations performed in this study have shown that a fraction of ≥20 vol% of
porous gas hydrate in a unit cell of sediment would result in a bulk (porous gas hydrate +wet sediment) den-
sity that is lower than that of bottom sea water (see Text S5). Nominal pore space occupations exceeding
these threshold values were recorded by means of pressure cores GMDA02, GMDA03, and GMDA04,
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demonstrating that rafting of porous hydrates is a realistic mechanism contributing to the rugged sea floor
morphology. Furthermore, the presence of free gas within the GHSZ as observed at Sites GMMB10 and
GMMB11 and on seismic records (Figure 5; Taleb et al., 2020) may facilitate detachment of sediments host-
ing even lower proportions of porous hydrates.
This process may also be supported by the dynamic behavior of deeper gas hydrates on variations in the
geothermal gradient. The spatially very heterogeneous temperature gradients (72°C km−1 to 258°C km−1;
Wei et al., 2015) are likely also associated with temporal variations. Even though only gas hydrates below
the shallowest BGHSZ at ~35 mbsf will be affected, a strong change of geothermal gradients near gas expul-
sion from faults as well as possible shifting of gas expulsion sites may cause gas hydrate layers to form and
decompose quickly. Uptake or addition of free gas leading to drop or built‐up of pressure will promote raft-
ing of residual gas hydrates.
In summary, the features observed at Pockmark A match with previously proposed models with localized
sea floor gas discharge causing sediment resuspension and formation of pits, temporary sealing of vent sites
by hydrate formation, reopening of migration pathways due to gas accumulation and pressure build‐up,
pulses of sea floor gas expulsion, and further sea floor disturbance by hydrate rafting.
6. Conclusions
This study describes for the first time the interrelationship between actual quantities and distributions of gas
hydrates, the chronology of fluid migration events, and major factors shaping the sea floor at a deep sea
pockmark. Pockmark A situated in a deepwater region offshore Nigeria that comprises significant hydrocar-
bon reservoirs was analyzed during a collaboration between the French IFREMER and the German
MARUM in 2011 with different methods in order to (i) determine hydrate quantities and distributions, (ii)
assess the timing of fluid migration and gas hydrate formation, and (iii) evaluate hydrate‐related processes
affecting the sea floor morphology. The pockmark forms a subcircular sea floor depression ~500–600 m in
diameter and was classified as active with regard to gas injection into shallow sediments in the recent past
and the presence of young gas hydrates as attested by pronounced positive anomalies in pore water chloride
concentrations.
Shallow pressure coring at six sites with the Dynamic Autoclave Piston Corer revealed integral gas
hydrate saturations reaching up to 51.2% of pore volume near a fracture system crossing the pockmark
center. The maximum hydrate saturations observed for the shallow sediments of Pockmark A are
the highest hydrate saturations in all hydrocarbon‐rich settings examined by this technique, so far.
However, hydrate distributions showed a high lateral and vertical variability. Molecular hydrocarbon com-
positions and methane stable isotope signatures in combination with geothermal gradients known from
previous studies at Pockmark A suggest that shallow hydrates are predominantly fueled by late mature
thermogenic hydrocarbons likely formed at depths exceeding 1.6 km below sea floor that are mixed with
secondary microbial methane from petroleum degradation and primary microbial hydrocarbons during
upward migration.
Two independent modeling approaches using pore water sulfate and chloride distributions in the up to
56.7 m‐long sediment cores drilled with the robotic sea floor drill rig MARUM‐MeBo70 were successfully
applied to assess the time elapsed since the last major methane input leading to hydrate formation. Model
results from positive chloride concentration anomalies in pore waters suggest that the last major phase of
chloride enrichments in the course of hydrate precipitation occurred during the past three centuries with
best fits between 75 and 150 years before present. Results from modeling of present‐day sulfate profiles also
demonstrated that hydrate layers formed within the last century, in agreement with the chlorinity modeling.
Highest methane input rates were obtained for MeBo cores taken from the pockmark center where upper-
most sediments are characterized by high backscatter and a rough sea floor topography.
Two areas in the central part of the pockmark characterized by sea floor depressions with rugged morphol-
ogy indicate recent activity of the fluid system. Pits at the sea bed in these areas most likely result from sedi-
ment resuspension and removal associated to episodic, localized gas bubble discharge. Detachment of
sediment piles hosting porous hydrates and free gas supported by pressure build‐up of free gas beneath prob-
ably have contributed to the rough sea floor.
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